Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Emotion is a central aspect of life. It occurs over a relative short period of time^[@CR1],[@CR2]^, and generally involves motivational stances^[@CR3],[@CR4]^ and changes in three emotion response types: experience, expressivity, and physiological arousal^[@CR5]--[@CR7]^. Because of social display rules and individual preferences, a significant portion of emerging emotional episodes are regulated^[@CR8]^. Emotion regulation refers to the processes involved in any attempt to modify emotional reaction unfolding, either by acting on the situation, the attention (or the meaning we give to it), or the responses that arise within us^[@CR9]^. As a consequence, emotion regulation alters the trajectories of the unfolding emotion at the experiential, expressive, and physiological levels and, when effective, shapes the affective outcomes. The primary function of emotion regulation is the down-regulation of negative affect, and the enhancement of positive affect to increase well-being. Emotion regulation plays a crucial role in healthy adaptation^[@CR10],[@CR11]^ and social functioning^[@CR12]^; whereas difficulties in emotion regulation have been associated with pathologies such as substance dependencies^[@CR13]^, or anxiety and mood disorders^[@CR14]^. Functional emotion regulation is therefore crucial in promoting health and adaptation to the environment. Better identifying the mechanism and the specific impact of different emotion regulation types, or *strategies*, is thus of paramount importance to guide emotion regulation implementation in healthy individuals, as well as in patients.

One of the most influential model of emotion regulation is the Process Model of Emotion Regulation^[@CR15],[@CR16]^, which presents five strategies used at different times along the emotion generative process: situation selection, situation modification, attentional deployment, reappraisal and suppression. *Reappraisal* (i.e., changing the meaning of an emotional situation) and *suppression* (i.e., modifying a behaviour, mainly the expressivity, to hide emotion manifestation) are two strategies that are often compared with one another. Past studies on the consequences of these two strategies helped  to better define why a particular strategy may be efficient in reducing negative emotional responses. Indeed, research suggests that *reappraisal* is a more adaptive strategy than *suppression* (see the meta-analysis by Webb and collaborators^[@CR17]^). This more efficient functioning of *reappraisal* was explained by the fact that the earlier a strategy intervenes in the emotion generative process, the more chances it has to be efficient^[@CR18]^. *Situation selection* should therefore be a particularly important strategy as it is the most antecedent one. *Situation selection* "involves taking actions that make it more (or less) likely that we will end up in a situation we expect will give rise to desirable (or undesirable) emotions"^[@CR19]^ ^,\ p.11^ (see also^[@CR20]^). S*ituation selection* thus involves selecting from different options the one to live^[@CR20]^. By choosing to live or not a situation, individuals alter their future emotion unfolding, thus performing emotion regulation. *Situation selection* being a choice between options, it involves (a) an anticipation of affective consequences^[@CR21]^, and (b) a careful weighting of the short vs. long-term consequences, or outcomes, of a particular option^[@CR9],[@CR19]^.

One of the mechanisms through which *Situation selection* impacts emotion relates to the comparative evaluation of the available options. In general, people will choose the option that they evaluate as the most positive and/or beneficial to them. This choice can be driven by intrinsic features of the situation such as its valence, or by more extrinsic factors such as the chooser's characteristics. Regarding the intrinsic features of the stimulus content, Sands & Isaacowitz^[@CR22]^ showed that choices in a *Situation selection* procedure are guided by the information we can obtain about the arousal and valence levels of the upcoming situations, two long-identified dimensions of affect^[@CR23],[@CR24]^. It is concluded that people generally like to engage in positive situations rather than negative ones and, if confronted to several positive situations, will choose the less arousing one. These may in part explain why *Situation selection* may have a positive impact on emotion, the chosen (more positive) situation intrinsically leading to less negative states^[@CR20]^. Regarding extrinsic features of the stimulus that guide  the choice pattern, *Situation selection* has been for example suggested to be sensitive to cultural background, which encourages seeking emotional experiences that are desirable in a particular culture^[@CR25]^. In a study by Bresin & Robinson^[@CR26]^, authors operationalize *Situation selection* by contrasting positive and negative situations to choose from. The recorded choice patterns were shown to be related to the personality trait of agreeableness, showing more positive selection should this trait be high. Finally, a study by Rovenpor, Skogsberg, & Isaacowitz^[@CR21]^ investigated patterns of choice when several choices of emotional material were given. Their study shows that what people choose and the number of minutes spent interacting with the given material are contingent upon the interaction of age and control beliefs. Globally, these results show that patterns of choice depend on who is choosing and what options are presented.

Beyond considering the available options based on arousal, valence and our personal features, we could make the hypothesis that there is a second mechanism by which *Situation selection* functions. This second mechanism deals with the effect of just ***having the choice***. Thus, independently of who is performing the choice, what choice is given, or what option is selected, emotional responses to two identical situations could be different if we have chosen the situation, or not. The possibility to perform choices is the cornerstone of freedom and human rights, and a crucial aspect of survival^[@CR27]^. Since Seligman's rationale^[@CR28],[@CR29]^ that choice and control are fundamental to avoid learned helplessness, freedom of choices has been recognized as inherently rewarding^[@CR30]^, and an important aspect of learning^[@CR31]^, self-determination and well-being^[@CR32]^. Coming back to emotion regulation, *Situation Selection* could thus have a double regulatory impact. First, as elaborated in the previous paragraph, by giving the opportunity to select less negative, or less arousing situations, which, in comparison to the neglected option, will lead to a better emotional outcome. Second, independently of the situation chosen, the fact of exerting control over the upcoming emotional situation is already regulatory *per se*. The impact of self-agency and sense of control on motivation has already been evoked in the literature^[@CR33]^, but whether the act of choosing has a direct and immediate impact over emotion responses remains to be investigated.

The present study investigates what is the regulatory effect of just being given the choice. This study has been designed to experimentally evaluate how choosing a particular situation may impact the emotional reaction to it, and, this, independently of both the stimulus and the characteristics of a person performing the emotion regulation. This is achieved thanks to a highly-balanced stimulus presentation design to control for situations, coupled with a within-subject design, permitting to control inter-individual variability, a crucial aspect for psychophysiological data interpretation. Two conditions will be contrasted: a Chosen condition, in which participants perform *Situation selection*, i.e., choose the upcoming emotional situation, and an Imposed condition, in which participants do not have the choice on the situation they are about to see, i.e., they can't perform *Situation selection*. Very importantly, and as detailed in the Method section, the images presented in each condition were matched to get rid of the stimuli content effect. By comparing Chosen and Imposed conditions while participants are seeing [the exact same]{.ul} images, this design allows the extraction of the *unique* effect of the choice during *Situation selection*.

Given the velocity of emotional arousal and the importance of time in the emotional unfolding^[@CR34],[@CR35]^, we examined the first eight seconds of participants' emotional responses and include time as a factor. The three most immediate emotion response types highlighted by Gross's model were targeted with (a) a continuous assessment of subjective emotion experience, (b) continuous facial electromyography for assessing expressivity, and (c) continuous measures of cardiovascular, respiratory, and somatic responses.

We hypothesized that selecting a particular situation would be efficient in decreasing negative and enhancing positive emotions, just by the act of choosing. The chosen condition (as compared to the imposed condition) was expected to have different response outcomes for each emotion parameter and for negative and positive contexts. Regulation strategies having shown to differentially impact the different emotion responses^[@CR36]--[@CR42]^, and emotional responses having dynamic and rapid emergence (particularly in reaction to emotional pictures^[@CR2],[@CR43]--[@CR45]^), we expect *Situation selection* impact to be particularly visible in the last few seconds of the viewing, when emotion responses become maximal. Regarding experience, we expected a decrease in negative emotion and enhanced positive experience. For expressivity, we expected decreased negative and enhanced positive expressivity. Regarding physiological arousal, we expected for both valences a decrease of the cardiovascular orienting effect (i.e., a decrease in heart rate and pulse activity) as found in similar paradigms for other strategies^[@CR36],[@CR37]^, a decrease in skin conductance reactivity (particularly for negative viewing), a smaller increase in respiratory rate and smaller decrease in respiratory amplitude. Due to the scarcity of research measuring somatic activity other than for control purpose, we did not have reliable bases to define hypotheses for this measure.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Participants {#Sec3}
------------

A power analysis using a power of 0.8^[@CR46]^, effect sizes based on previous studies with similar factors and measures, and an alpha of 0.05 for two tailed-tests, yielded a target sample size of 50. To be able to compensate for technical difficulties or signal artefacts, a sample size of 65 participants was targeted. To reach this goal, 72 participants were invited to the first session. Three of them were further excluded because of non-compliance with inclusion criteria and four further participants did not return for the second session. Sixty-five participants thus fully participated in our study (33 males and 32 females). Participants were either first year Psychology students participating for course credits (N = 45), or other discipline first year students participating for the equivalent of USD50 (N = 20). Participants were recruited through intervention in psychology course or ads displayed in university buildings. Study was briefly presented, without mention of emotion regulation as the focus. Participants' ages ranged between 18.8 and 44.6 years, with a mean of 21.8 years (SD = 3.4 years). Inclusion criteria were age between 18 and 45 years old, no medication, and general good health. Regarding this latter point, participants were tested with the 12-Item Short-Form Health Survey SF-12^[@CR47]^, and scored an average of 75.3% (SD = 12.3) of good health (100% being excellent health on every domain of the test). Since handedness may have an influence on emotion processing and physiological outputs^[@CR48],[@CR49]^, all participants had to be right-handed. Their scores on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory^[@CR50]^, scoring -100 for totally left-handed and +100 for totally right-handed respondents, averaged 70.2 (SD = 20.9).

Operationalization of *Situation Selection* {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------

We contrasted two main conditions in a picture-viewing paradigm. The first was the counterpart of *Situation selection*, i.e., a condition, in which participants didn't have the option to choose and were imposed to watch emotionally relevant negative and positive pictures (the Imposed condition). Despite participants could use self-regulated emotion regulation strategies, we consider this condition as *unregulated*, in contrast to the second condition, in which one specific strategy (*Situation selection*) was systematically used by the participants. In this second condition (the Chosen condition), we operationalized *Situation selection* by asking the participants to perform a choice between two options. Options were presented with words stating what kind of content was possible to be seen. Four negative and four positive contents were available (see the stimuli section below). Throughout the whole study, every choice was respected and the image the participant chose was presented right after the choice.

Whether chosen or imposed, pictures were shown with the same duration, size, at the same distance and with the same lighting. The particularity of the methodology is that each stimulus was shown twice to each participant: once in a chosen condition, and once in an imposed condition (in a randomized order to control for habituation). We could thus compare the emotional reactions *to the same emotional stimuli*, getting rid of the effect of the intrinsic emotional content of the presented stimuli. In other words, potential differences are not to be attributed to the fact that participants see less arousing or less emotional categories of images, but rather to one of the underlying mechanism behind *Situation selection*: the fact of having the choice.

Stimuli {#Sec5}
-------

Eighty-seven pictures were selected from the Geneva Affective PicturE Database GAPED^[@CR51]^. The GAPED gathers negative and positive stimuli that can be included in different content categories, each called with a label. This was particularly important to allow participants to perform *Situation selection* based on word descriptors of the upcoming situations. Pictures in the negative category consisted of four content types: spiders, snakes, animal mistreatment and human mistreatment. These words were those used as labels to offer the choice between categories in the Chosen condition. Pictures in the positive category also consisted of four content types: landscapes, human babies, mammals (generally offsprings), and sport (inspirational) pictures. Since examples of the latter content type are rare in the GAPED, we added nine pictures of sport/inspirational pictures from the International Affective Picture System IAPS^[@CR52]^. Labels used to offer the choice for positive categories were "Landscape", "Baby", "Mammal", and "Sport". Of the final 96 pictures, 48 were negative and 48 were positive with 12 pictures of each content type.

Measures {#Sec6}
--------

Emotion responses involve three main reactivity domain: emotion experience, expressivity, and physiological arousal^[@CR53]--[@CR55]^. In the present study, we wanted to tap into these different domains to have a comprehensive overview of emotion reactivity modulation by the choice component of *Situation Selection*.

### Emotion experience {#Sec7}

Participants used a rating slider for continuously reporting their emotion experience (Variable Assessment Transducer, Biopac Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA, USA) over the full duration of the picture presentations. The voltage output (0-9 V) was extracted as is.

### Emotion-expressive behaviour {#Sec8}

Expressivity was assessed using bipolar surface EMG electrodes were standard 4 mm Ag-AgCl sensors. Left *Corrugator Supercilii*, left *Zygomaticus Major*, and left *Orbicularis Oculi* were the three targeted regions. The corrugator region was targeted because of its reliable indication of negative expressivity^[@CR44],[@CR56]^. Zygomatic region is generally used for measuring positive expressivity. However, contrary to Corrugator for negative expressivity, Zygomatic is a less direct measure of positive expressivity^[@CR56]^. To compensate, this, but to keep this widely used measure, we decided to add an additional channel, targeting Orbiculari Oculi contractions, which are recognized to be a reliable readout (together with the zygomatic muscle) of real (Duchenne's) smile^[@CR57]^. Electrode placement followed recommendations by Fridlund and Cacioppo^[@CR58]^. Skin was first gently rubbed with NuPrep® gel (Weaver and Cie). Excess gel was then removed with alcohol pads (Kendall Webcol® skin cleansing alcohol pads, Tyco Healthcare). Electrodes were filled with Signagel® (Parker Laboratories, Inc).

### Autonomic and somatic responses {#Sec9}

In order to tackle different systems involved in autonomic reactivity, measures focused on cardiovascular activity (1--3), exocrine activity (4), and respiratory activity (5). Somatic responses involved recording leg movements (6).Electrocardiography (ECG): Three standard disposable pre-gelled Ag/AgCl electrodes were used for ECG recordings. One was placed approximately 5 cm below the lower rib on the left side of the abdomen. A second electrode was placed just under the right clavicle, along the mid-clavicular line. A third electrode, which functioned as a ground, was placed at the level of the xiphoid process.Pulse: The variation of amplitude of the blood volume at the finger site was recorded with a photoplethysmography transducer from Biopac Systems (Goleta, CA, USA). It was clipped onto the extremity of the middle finger of the non-dominant hand. Pulse at the ear site was also recorded but due to scarcity of background literature using this measure, lack of trustable guidelines about analyses and interpretation, and absence of clear hypothesis about how this measure should be impacted by emotion emergence and regulation, these data were not analysed.Skin temperature: Finger temperature was recorded with a temperature probe from Biopac Systems (Goleta, CA, USA), taped to the palmar surface of the extremity of the fourth finger of the non-dominant hand.Electrodermal activity: Skin conductance level was recorded with two pre-gelled disposable Ag/AgCl sensors from Biopac Systems (Goleta, CA, USA). They were placed on the thenar and hypothenar eminences of the non-dominant hand palm.Respiration: Thoracic and abdominal respiration recordings were gathered with two respiration belts from Biopac Systems (Goleta, CA, USA). The abdominal belt was placed around the waist just above the pants, whereas the thoracic belt was placed high on the chest just below the armpits.Leg movements were recorded by placing a three-axial accelerometer above the ankle of the dominant leg.

All parameters (including rating, EMG, autonomic and somatic measures) were recorded and amplified with MP150 compatible modules from Biopac Systems (Goleta, CA, USA). All acquired channels were sampled at 1000 Hz.

Procedure and Design {#Sec10}
--------------------

Participation was divided into two sessions. A questionnaire session, and the main testing phase including *Situation selection* testing.

### Session 1: Questionnaires {#Sec11}

In the first session, participants came into the lab and filled in some questionnaires on a computer (SF12, the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, see *Participant* section, and other emotion-related questionnaires that served for another study, see Supplementary Note online for a full list). After the session, participants were invited to enlist for the second session of the experiment.

### Session 2: *Situation selection* task {#Sec12}

When arriving in the lab for the second session (about 10 days after the first session), participants were informed about the general ongoing of the procedure and prepared for the physiological recordings. Participants were then left alone, all instructions being presented on screen. Participants were told that we were interested in how people react while seeing different scenes. They were told that they were going to be shown different emotional pictures. Participants were then presented with the rating dial and explained that the major task of the study was to report their feeling by moving the cursor during the viewing of all pictures. At this stage, participants underwent a few training trials to get accustomed to the rating. They were then instructed about the emotion regulation task. Instruction was: "Sometimes in this session (in some blocks), you will have the opportunity to choose yourself, among two options, what image you would like to see. With the help of the arrows, select the image, then get back to the slider and concentrate on your feeling to report it with the cursor". Participants again performed a few training trials (with images not presented in the main session) in which they chose between two proposed options and reported their feeling during the picture viewing.

This study had a within-subject design, assuming that participants would react similarly to the same images, permitting to tackle the sole effect of choice. All participants saw blocks of pictures of the Imposed and the Chosen conditions. Each participant went through 10 blocks of trials, each separated by a screen through which participants could progress at their own pace, allowing them to take breaks when needed. Four blocks were under the Imposed condition and six were under the Chosen condition, presented in a semi-randomized order with no more than two consecutive blocks of the same condition. Imposed blocks were composed of 24 trials (12 positives and 12 negatives, each with 3 images of each content type). Chosen blocks were generally composed of 16 trials (8 positives and 8 negatives, each with 2 images of each content type). The last chosen block differed in the number of trials. This is due to the pairing procedure, the program exiting the last Chosen block once no more option for pairing balanced contents and unseen images in Chosen condition was available. Number of pictures differed between blocks in the two conditions so as to match block durations, Chosen condition taking more time than imposed lists of images. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the unfolding of the two types of conditions.Figure 1Unfolding of the Imposed condition (left side) and of the Chosen condition (right side). The durations of each screen are indicated on the side of the blue arrows.

Images were randomly chosen among their content type but only presented maximally once per participant per condition. On average, participants performed 188 trials, 96 Imposed and 92 Chosen (three blocks of 16 trials and the last one consisting of 12 trials on average). Only the images of the Imposed condition that were also seen in the Chosen condition were retained for analysis in order to have a perfect match of intrinsic emotional and perceptive content in the two conditions. This led to the analyses of 80 trials in the negative context (40 Chosen, 40 Imposed), and 90 (45 Chosen, 45 Imposed) in the positive context. The condition orders for each image pair were randomized across all the participants, thus cancelling out the contribution of habituation effects in our comparisons. After the computer session, which lasted about 55 min, sensors were removed and participants were fully debriefed.

All participants gave informed consent for participating in the study. The procedure was reviewed and authorized by institutional and regional ethical committee (CER-VD, protocol 2015-00071), in accordance with the current national legal requirements (Ordinance on Human Research) and the latest version of the declaration of Helsinki.

Data Reduction {#Sec13}
--------------

All the recordings were treated with Acknowledge 4.4 (Biopac Systems). Some channels were band-pass filtered to increase signal to noise ratios (20--500 Hz for EMG, 0.5--35 Hz for ECG, 0.15--7 Hz for finger pulse, 0.05--1 Hz for respiration). Channels were then manually scanned for movements or electric interferences, which were corrected via signal interpolation. To assess the temporal dynamic of emotional response unfolding, the continuous parameters were segmented into 16 epochs of 0.5 s each. Note that parameters were first calculated on all experiments before being segmented, therefore reducing the artifact of time segmentation limits. In addition to the picture presentation period (8 s of picture viewing), a baseline of 3.5 s was calculated for each trial and each parameter. This period spanned from 3.5 s before the picture presentation to the time of the picture onset and represented for each trial for all conditions a blank screen and the fixation cross (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

### Emotional experience {#Sec14}

Ratings were exported to obtain mean values for each epoch. Calculated baseline served as 0 point to calculate emotion intensity. Rating data were transformed into an emotion intensity scale. Output was extracted in percentage, representing how far the slider was pushed between its 0 point (baseline) and its extreme value on either side. Data for each of the valence side go from 0 = absence of added emotional feeling to 100 = extreme emotion intensity.

### Emotion-expressive behaviour {#Sec15}

EMG signals were rectified and smoothed (5 Hz) before being averaged for each epoch. Given the high variability in contraction capacity in each individual, each EMG time frame value was then expressed as the percentage of contraction with respect to the corresponding trial baseline level (voltage recorded for a given time frame/voltage recorded during baseline \* 100)^[@CR59],[@CR60]^.

### Autonomic and somatic responses {#Sec16}

Heart rate was calculated from the ECG channel by transforming the inter-beat interval (obtained by the calculation of the duration between successive R waves). Skin conductance level, pulse amplitude, pulse transit time (i.e., the time interval between the R wave of the ECG and the upstroke of the peripheral pulse at the finger site), and temperature were exported as mean values for each epoch. A Finger Pulse Composite was then created by averaging the z-scores of pulse amplitude and transit time, similarly to a procedure in a previous study^[@CR37]^, and motivated by the positive correlation found between the two parameters (*r* = 0.30, *p* = 0.017). Respiratory rate and respiratory amplitude were calculated for each epoch. The respiratory rate was obtained by converting the duration of the cycle intervals into a number of cycles per minute (c/min). The respiratory amplitude was interpolated by using the difference in volts between the point of maximum inspiration and the point of maximum expiration. Given the high correlations between thoracic and abdominal respiratory rates (*r* = 0.55, *p* \< 0.001), these parameters were averaged. Similarly, thoracic and abdominal respiratory amplitudes were averaged for analyses. Leg movements were calculated by exporting for each epoch the maximum of the sum of the rectified and smoothed (5 Hz) signal of the three channels (axis X, Y, Z) for obtaining general activity, irrespective of the direction. All these response channel data were calculated as the change in activity with respect to each trial baseline.

Data Analyses {#Sec17}
-------------

For each participant and each parameter, each time epoch of negative trials was averaged, once for the Imposed condition and once for the Chosen condition. Similarly, each time epoch of positive trials was averaged for each condition (Imposed vs. Chosen). ANOVAs were used to contrast our conditions with two within-factors: Regulation (2 levels: Imposed condition vs. Chosen condition) and Time (16 epochs). Since contrasting positive and negative trials was not part of our research question and since previous research has shown different emotion^[@CR61]--[@CR66]^ and emotion regulation patterns^[@CR67]--[@CR69]^ for positive and negative responses, separate ANOVAs were performed for negative and positive trials. For this study, two effects were of interest: (i) the main effect of Regulation, for evaluating the general effect of choosing as compared to the Imposed condition, and (ii) the interaction effects Regulation x Time, particularly interesting to evaluate the *temporal dynamics* of choice effects. Greenhouse-Geisser corrections have been applied where the assumption of sphericity was violated, and corrected degrees of freedom have been reported in such cases. Effect sizes are reported using partial eta square (η~p~ ^2^) and confidence intervals are reported where appropriate. *P*-values for interaction effect investigations were corrected for multiple comparisons with the Holm-Bonferroni criterion. Threshold for significance for all effects was set to .05 (two-tailed). All matrices are available from the last author for research-related follow-ups.

Results {#Sec18}
=======

For each condition, the average values, Standard Error of the Mean (SEM), and 95% confidence intervals on the whole trial duration for each parameter are reported in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} for negative trials and in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} for positive trials.Table 1Mean, SEM, and 95% CI of Experiential, Expressive, and Autonomic and Somatic Responses to Negative Stimulations for Imposed and Chosen conditions.ImposedChosenMeanSEMConfidence Interval (95%)MeanSEMConfidence Interval (95%)**Emotion experience**Rating (/100)40.472.49\[35.50, 45.45\]38.172.30\[33.58, 42.75\]**Emotion-expressive behaviour**Corrugator (%)130.847.1\[116.66, 145.02\]138.598.21\[121.18, 154.01\]**Autonomic and somatic responses**Δ HR (bpm)−1.780.17\[−2.12, −1.44\]−1.890.17\[−2.23, −1.55\]Δ SCL (microS)−0.020.014\[−0.047, 0.007\]−0.0220.017\[−0.057, 0.013\]Δ FT (°C)0.0040.001\[0.001, 0.006\]0.0030.001\[0.001, 0.006\]Δ FP (z-score)0.0940.065\[−0.035, 0.223\]−0.1270.082\[−0.29, 0.037\]Δ RR (c/min)0.110.047\[0.016, 0.204\]0.010.05\[−0.089, 0.110\]Δ RA (mV)4.086.44\[−8.78, 16.93\]−7.478.52\[−24.49, 9.56\]Δ Leg movement (g E-4)−7.713.9\[−15.5, 0.075\]−7.102.69\[−12.5, −1.73\]*Note*. The experience scale goes from 0 (*no emotion*) to +100 (*very negative*). Expressivity is expressed as percentage of baseline level. All other parameters are differences from baseline level. HR = Heart Rate, SCL = Skin Conductance Level, FT = Finger Temperature, FP = Finger Pulse Composite, RR = Respiratory Rate, RA = Respiratory Amplitude. Table 2Mean, SEM, and 95% CI of Experiential, Expressive, and Autonomic and Somatic Responses to Positive Stimulations for Imposed and Chosen conditions.ImposedChosenMeanSEMConfidence Interval (95%)MeanSEMConfidence Interval (95%)**Emotion experience**Rating (/100)44.151.84\[40.47, 47.83\]43.461.73\[40.01, 46.92\]**Emotion-expressive behaviour**Zygomaticus (%)147.045.91\[135.23, 158.85\]144.735.47\[133.80, 155.67\]Orbicularis (%)132.164.54\[123.09, 141.23\]132.745.05\[122.65, 142.82\]**Autonomic and somatic responses**Δ HR (bpm)−1.070.16\[−1.38, −0.75\]−1.480.18\[−1.84, −1.13\]Δ SCL (microS)−0.0650.014\[−0.092, −0.037\]−0.0340.012\[−0.058, −0.01\]Δ FT (°C)0.0020.001\[0.000, 0.005\]0.0040.001\[0.002, 0.007\]Δ FP (z-score)0.0980.055\[−0.012, 0.208\]−0.060.06\[−0.179, 0.059\]Δ RR (c/min)0.0740.054\[−0.034, 0.182\]0.0460.052\[−0.057, 0.149\]Δ RA (mV)−4.437.82\[−20.05, 11.20\]5.157.36\[−9.56, 19.86\]Δ Leg movement (g E-4)−7.063.81\[−14.6, 0.56\]−8.023.19\[−14.4, −1.64\]*Note*. The experience scale goes from 0 (*no emotion*) to +100 (*very positive*). Expressivity is expressed as percentage of baseline level. All other parameters are differences with baseline level. HR = Heart Rate, SCL = Skin Conductance Level, FT = Finger Temperature, FP = Finger Pulse Composite, RR = Respiratory Rate, RA = Respiratory Amplitude.

Effects of choice on emotional experience {#Sec19}
-----------------------------------------

During negative picture viewing, we observed a significant effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,64)~ = 23.01, *p* \< 0.001, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.26, and a Regulation × Time interaction, *F* ~(2,150)~ = 8.92, *p* \< 0.001, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.12. Over the 8 s period of stimuli presentation, the Chosen condition induced reduced negative experience (38.17) as compared to the Imposed condition (40.47, see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, and bar graph inset in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, left side), which confirms our primary hypothesis. The line graph in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (left side) presents the temporal unfolding of negative experience emergence over the 8 seconds of picture presentation, with indications of time frames at which differentiation between conditions occurs.Figure 2Emotional experience during negative (left) and positive (right) picture viewing. Scale is over 100. Imposed condition is represented with black continuous lines and Chosen condition with grey dashed lines. Main effects are represented embedded, error bars are SEM. Significant contrasts are given with diamond-ended lines along the time course. ns = non-significant, \**p* \< 0.05 with Holm-Bonferroni corrections, \*\*\**p* \< 0.001.

During positive picture viewing, the effect of Regulation was not significant, *F* ~(1,64)~ = 2.97, *p* = 0.09. A significant interaction Regulation × Time was however found, *F* ~(2,134)~ = 7.85, *p* \< 0.001, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.11, which however does not confirm our hypothesis of a positive experience enhancement. These results are illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (right side), with the same rationale as for negative viewing.

Effects of choice on emotion-expressive behaviour {#Sec20}
-------------------------------------------------

For negative trials, sixty-four observations were used for the electromyographic signal (EMG) analyses (1 participant signal was not recorded due to technical difficulties). Expressivity was assessed in this case with the *Corrugator Supercilii* EMG activity. The ANOVA showed a significant effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,63)~ = 6.61, *p* = 0.013, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.10. In the opposite direction to our expectations, this effect shows that observing a situation that has been chosen triggers more negative expressivity (139%) than when the same situation is imposed (131%, see also Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The interaction between Time and Regulation was not significant, *F* ~(5,320)~ = 0.86, *p* = 0.51.

For positive trials, expressivity was assessed with the *Zygomaticus Major* and the *Orbicularis Oculi* EMG activity for 64 participants (each time one participant signal was not recorded due to technical difficulties). Contrary to our expectation, *Situation selection* did not significantly impact positive expressivity. For the zygomatic region, results show that neither the Regulation effect, *F* ~(1,63)~ = 0.66, *p* = 0.42, nor the interaction Regulation × Time, *F* ~(4,264)~ = 1.39, *p* = 0.24, were significant. Similarly, for the orbicular region, neither the Regulation effect, *F* ~(1,63)~ = 0.06, *p* = .81, nor the interaction Regulation × Time, *F* ~(4,235)~ = 1.66, *p* = 0.17, were significant.

Effects of choice on autonomic and somatic responses {#Sec21}
----------------------------------------------------

### Heart Rate {#Sec22}

For negative trials, analyses showed a non-significant effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,64)~ = 0.36, *p* = 0.55, but a significant Regulation × Time interaction, *F* ~(4,271)~ = 2.65, *p* = 0.031, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.04. These results are illustrated in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (left side) and show that the Imposed condition (as compared to the Chosen condition) triggers a faster decrease in heart rate in the first half second of the viewing. Interestingly, and contrary to our hypothesis for this parameter, orienting phase was not impacted by *Situation selection*.Figure 3Heart rate difference with baseline during negative (left) and positive (right) picture viewing. Imposed condition is represented with black continuous lines and Chosen condition with grey dashed lines. Main effects are represented embedded, error bars are SEM. Significant contrasts are given with diamond-ended lines along the time course. Bpm = beat per minute, ns = non-significant, \**p* \< 0.05 with Holm-Bonferroni corrections, \*\**p* \< 0.01.

For positive trials, the ANOVA showed an effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,64)~ = 7.28, *p* = 0.01, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.10 and a Regulation × Time interaction, *F* ~(4,269)~ = 17.37, *p* \< 0.001, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.21. These effects are illustrated in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (right side). Over the 8 s period considered, and contrary to our hypothesis, participants showed an overall stronger decrease in heart rate with respect to baseline in the Chosen condition, as compared to the Imposed condition (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The data dynamic shows that the Imposed condition (as compared to the Chosen condition) triggers a faster decrease in heart rate in the first second of viewing. More interesting, Chosen condition induces a stronger decrease of heart rate as compared to baseline in the last 4.5 s of the viewing. Thus, at the end of the viewing period, heart rate for positive viewing has decreased more in the Chosen condition than in the Imposed.

### Skin conductance level {#Sec23}

Fifty one observations were used for the skin conductance analyses. Fourteen participants were excluded as they were non-responders for this measure (also known as labile), showing low skin conductance level, fast habituation to stimuli presentation, as well as steady tonic decrease over the course of the study^[@CR70]--[@CR72]^. For negative trials, analyses did not show a significant effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,50)~ = 0.02, *p* = 0.89. However, a significant interaction Regulation × Time was found, *F* ~(2,80)~ = 8.86, *p* = 0.001, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.15. These results are illustrated in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} (left side). They show a distinction between early and late viewing, characterized by a stronger increase in skin conductance level in the Chosen condition (as compared to the Imposed one) in the first second of the viewing. Conversely, in the last second, this condition shows, as hypothesized, a stronger decrease in skin conductance, as compared to the Imposed condition.Figure 4Skin conductance level difference with baseline during negative (left) and positive (right) picture viewing. Imposed condition is represented with black continuous lines and Chosen condition with grey dashed lines. Main effects are represented embedded, error bars are SEM. Significant contrasts are given with diamond-ended lines along the time course. ns = non-significant, \**p* \< 0.05 with Holm-Bonferroni corrections.

For positive trials, a significant effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,50)~ = 4.41, *p* = 0.04, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.08, and a significant interaction Regulation × Time, *F* ~(2,119)~ = 16.64, *p* \< 0.001, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.25, were found. The main effect shows that, when chosen, the images trigger a stronger decrease in skin conductance level (−0.065 μS), as compared to when images are imposed (−0.034 μS, see also Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). These results are illustrated in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} (right side). Contrary to negative viewing, differences between our conditions were observed only during one period (the first four seconds), during which the increase in skin conductance in the Chosen condition was significantly different from the decrease observed in the Imposed condition.

### Finger temperature {#Sec24}

Finger temperature did not show sensitivity for our conditions, neither for negative trials (main effect of Regulation *F* ~(1,64)~ = 0.04, *p* = 0.84, interaction *F* ~(1,67)~ = 1.11, *p* = 0.30), nor for positive trials (main effect of Regulation *F* ~(1,64)~ = 1.11, *p* = 0.30, interaction *F* ~(1,67)~ = 0.14, *p* = 0.73).

### Pulse {#Sec25}

Sixty four observations were used for these analyses since the signal was not recorded for one participant due to technical difficulties. For negative trials, the finger pulse composite yielded a main effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,63)~ = 6.54, *p* = 0.01, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.09, but a non-significant interaction Regulation × Time, *F* ~(3,217)~ = 1.24, *p* = 0.29. Contrary to expectations, the main effect shows that, when chosen, the images trigger a stronger decrease in composite (i.e., stronger decrease in pulse amplitude and transit time, −0.127 SD), as compared to when images are imposed (0.094 SD, see also Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

For positive trials, the finger pulse composite yielded also a main effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,63)~ = 5.69, *p* = 0.02, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.08, but a non-significant interaction Regulation × Time, *F* ~(4,269)~ = 1.48, *p* = 0.21. Again, the main effect shows that, when chosen, the image triggers a stronger decrease in composite (i.e., stronger decrease in pulse amplitude and transit time, -0.06 SD), as compared to when images are imposed, where an increase is observed (0.1 SD, see also Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

### Respiratory activity {#Sec26}

Considering *respiratory rate*, the ANOVA performed on negative trials showed a non-significant effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,64)~ = 2.53, *p* = 0.12, but a significant Regulation × Time interaction, *F* ~(2,156)~ = 9.26, *p* \< 0.001, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.13. These results are illustrated in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (left side) and show that, after an initial increase in rate in both conditions, a decrease in respiratory rate occurs as predicted for the Chosen condition in the second half of the viewing period, distinguishing itself from the Imposed condition in the last two seconds. Similarly, analyses on respiratory rate for positive trials showed a non-significant effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,64)~ = 0.18, *p* = 0.68, but a significant Regulation × Time interaction, *F* ~(2,144)~ = 8.43, *p* \< 0.001, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.12. These results are illustrated in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (right side). The dynamic is the same as for the negative viewing, the decrease in respiratory rate being significant in the last second of the viewing period.Figure 5Respiratory rate difference with baseline during negative (left) and positive (right) picture viewing. Imposed condition is represented with black continuous lines and Chosen condition with grey dashed lines. Main effects are represented embedded, error bars are SEM. Significant contrasts are given with diamond-ended lines along the time course. ns = non-significant, \**p* \< 0.05 with Holm-Bonferroni corrections.

Considering *respiratory amplitude*, the ANOVA performed on negative trials showed a non-significant effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,64)~ = 2.03, *p* = 0.16, but a significant Regulation × Time interaction, *F* ~(3,163)~ = 4.37, *p* = 0.008, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.06. These results are illustrated in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} (left side) and show, contrary to what was expected, an increase in amplitude in the Imposed condition in the last 1.5 s of the viewing period that is not observed in the Chosen condition. Similarly, analyses on respiratory amplitude for positive trials showed a non-significant effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,64)~ = 1.03, *p* = 0.32, but a significant Regulation × Time interaction, *F* ~(2,142)~ = 4.31, *p* = 0.01, η~p~ ^2^ = 0.06. This time, however, the interaction results from a reduction in amplitude in the first half of the viewing period that is stronger for the Imposed than for the Chosen condition. These results are illustrated in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} (right side).Figure 6Respiratory amplitude difference with baseline during negative (left) and positive (right) viewing. Imposed condition is represented with black continuous lines and Chosen condition with grey dashed lines. Main effects are represented embedded, error bars are SEM. Significant contrasts are given with diamond-ended lines along the time course. ns = non-significant, \**p* \< 0.05 with Holm-Bonferroni corrections.

### Leg movement {#Sec27}

Leg movement did not show sensitivity for our conditions, neither for negative trials (main effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,64)~ = 0.17, *p* = 0.68, interaction, *F* ~(4,275)~ = 2.44, *p* = 0.052), nor for positive trials (main effect of Regulation, *F* ~(1,64)~ = 0.90, *p* = 0.35, interaction, *F* ~(4,260)~ = 1.23, *p* = 0.30).

Discussion {#Sec28}
==========

Our goal in this study was to comprehensively examine for the first time the immediate emotional responses when we choose ourselves to be confronted with an emotional situation, as compared to when the same situation is imposed on us. Results of such a study permit to delineate if, in addition to choosing a situation that seems less arousing and/or more positive, the sole effect of choice (i.e., being allowed to select, at least to some extent, the situation) also has a regulatory impact by itself, altering emotion responses. This assessment was possible thanks to a specific design comparing reactions to the exact same stimulation material, with conditions only differing by the fact that images had been imposed or selected. One of the most striking results was that negative emotional exposure was less negative when chosen as compared to when imposed, as reflected by a reduction in the negative experience. Across our measures, the choice component of *Situation selection* impacted emotional responses at the experiential, physiological and somatic levels.

Regarding emotional experience, we hypothesized that, when confronted with a chosen situation, we should observe a decrease in negative experience and enhanced positive experience. Results indeed show that when choosing to live a negative situation, the associated negative experience is markedly reduced as compared to when the situation is not chosen. This observation is remarkable, because the lived situations were exactly the same. This means that, when given the choice, a same situation is lived with a less negative tone. This observation can be related to results from the empowerment literature. Here, researchers argued that choice may also be deleterious, e.g., by the too many options we regularly have^[@CR73]^, negatively impacting happiness, optimism, self-esteem, life satisfaction, and learning^[@CR74]--[@CR77]^. On the other hand, freedom of choice regarding important life events is seen as an important aspect of self-motivation and sense of autonomy^[@CR32]^ (see also the introduction section). Our study more specifically shows that, in the context of emotion situations, the empowerment gives to some extent the ability to live the situation as less negative, which is undeniably beneficial for short-term reactions to negative events. Our results showed that positive experience was generally not affected by choosing them, despite a short-lived slower rise in the experience onset. When choosing to live a positive emotion situation, the goal of *Situation selection* may be different than in negative viewing. Indeed, in the positive viewing, the benefit of the viewing could have lied in the reduction of pre-existing negative emotions, irrespective of the choice effect, hence resulting in an equally positive outcome of chosen and imposed positive stimulations.

For expressivity, we expected decreased negative and enhanced positive expressivity for the chosen condition. These hypotheses were not confirmed. At the postural level, lower limb activity showed no difference between conditions, for both negative and positive contexts. Facial expressivity was however amplified during the negative viewing. Together with the levels of negative experience, these results contradict the assumed coupling between expressivity and experience^[@CR78],[@CR79]^. We could make the hypothesis that the decoupling is linked to the communication function of expressivity. As they know they are being observed during the experiment (via the EMG), participants may need to communicate the expected emotions in a stronger fashion when they have expressly decided to watch a particular type of negative picture. This could be a signal so as to communicate to others that, despite the fact that they chose it, they know they are negative and that they are expected not to be insensitive. Similar mechanisms have been observed in pain, where expression of pain is enhanced in presence of others^[@CR80]^. Hence, our data may witness, in addition to the expression of lived emotions, part of the social communicative aspect of expressivity, which are often unnoticed in laboratory studies.

Regarding physiological arousal, we expected for both valences a decrease of the cardiovascular orienting effect and skin conductance level. The choice procedure in itself triggered an increase in heart rate and skin conductance level at the very beginning of the viewing period, indicating that performing a choice is arousing in itself. Chosen situations led, however, to decreased arousal at the end of the viewing period, as evidenced by a decrease in skin conductance level as compared to baseline. This drop was steeper than the one observed in the imposed condition. Similar patterns have been observed in low anxiety state^[@CR81]^, suggesting a decrease in excretive reactions to arousing events. Contrary to expectation, however, the orienting phase (the first few seconds after image onset) did not differentiate between conditions. This result is to be related to the decrease of finger pulse composite during the Chosen condition, while imposed situations provoked an increase. In our data, a decrease of pulse composite is related to a decrease of transit time and amplitude, indicating increased activity of the sympathetic branch of the cardiovascular system. Such reactions are also shown in response to both positive and negative films^[@CR82]^ and could be assimilated to engagement. In this particular setting, however, this effect seems weaker in the second part of the viewing period (see Supplementary Fig. [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), again speaking in favour of an arousal effect of the choice rather than a prolonged consequence thereof.

Regarding respiratory activity, chosen situations triggered during negative viewing a decrease in respiratory rate and amplitude at the end of the viewing period. This decrease corresponds to a slower and shallower respiration. Usually, negative emotions are associated with increased rate and amplitude of respiration, although rate and amplitude are not necessarily coupled in this manner^[@CR83]^. In our study, we thus observe low arousing respiratory patterns, closer to calmness than the respiration observed in unregulated viewing. Similarly to negative viewing, respiratory rate showed a decrease during the Chosen condition at the end of the recording period for positive stimuli. The amplitude remained however similar between conditions at the end of the viewing period.

Altogether, these results seem to show that the choice mechanism involved in *Situation selection* helps regulating negative emotions by driving a decrease of experience, sympathetic excretive function, and respiration reactivity, while slightly enhancing expressivity and cardiovascular reactivity. Results show also that, contrary to other adaptive strategies, which also reduce positive experience^[@CR84]^, the choice component of *Situation selection* is not deleterious, leaving positive experience and expressivity unaffected. With a decrease in heart rate and respiratory rate, the choice component of *Situation selection* may also partly reinforce the calming effect of positive situations.

This study is the first attempt to observe emotional consequences of the choice component of *Situation selection*. Future studies should modulate the choice given to the participants, which would deserve to be extended to a less limited and more ecological set of options. In this study, we also did not compare the reactions to the chosen situations vs. to the ignored situations. Rather, we compared reactions to identical situations, whether they are selected or imposed. This comparison gave us the unique ability to see the consequences of choice, irrespective of final situation. Past results have concentrated on the arousal and valence aspects of the stimulation, which serve as trigger for the choice (see e.g.^[@CR22]^). It would be worthwhile now to investigate together the two mechanisms of *Situation selection*, targeting the interaction between the impact of choice and the arousal of the chosen situation. Moreover, now that we know that choice is already regulatory *per se*, it would be interesting to know which aspect of choice has such impact, for example by deciding whether it is the cognitive task involved, or the modification of the emotional timing due to individually-paced choice procedure. This would fully uncover *Situation selection* mechanisms. Another limitation relates to the consideration of broad emotion domains (negative vs. positive), concentrating on the differences between valence as brought up by dimensional theorists of affect^[@CR23],[@CR85],[@CR86]^. This broad distinction had the advantage of limiting boundary problems between emotion categories linked to the frequent occurrence of mixed emotions^[@CR87]^. Yet, this approach cannot inform on the efficiency of *Situation selection* for a particular emotion category with respect to another, as supposed by the supporters of discrete theories of affect^[@CR88]--[@CR90]^. Deeper investigations on the type of induced positive vs. negative affect could potentially explain the discrepant arousing effect we find regarding physiological reactivity to positive situations. Moreover, given that one theory cannot fully inform the emotional mechanisms into play^[@CR91],[@CR92]^, other approaches may greatly improve our comprehension of *Situation selection* effects. We have chosen for this study to reduce the length of the more resource consuming block (Chosen condition) to equate the cognitive load and difficulties of each condition. The reverse (equating the length but not the load) could inform on the respective impact of this inherent difference between the conditions. Finally, the use of a between-subject design, despite lacking of control on individual differences in traits, appraisal and reactivity, may be additionally useful to decrease awareness and consequent differences in the participant responses.

To conclude, we investigated here one of the two mechanisms intervening in *Situation selection*, namely the effect of having the choice over an emotional situation we are about to experience. In addition, we offer a comprehensive description of the immediate emotional responses, at the experiential, expressive and physiological level to a *Situation selection* condition. Very few emotion regulation strategies succeed in reducing emotional experience. This seems however to be the case for *Situation selection*, particularly for negative situations. Despite a slight activation of the cardiovascular system, this decrease in negative experience, together with a lower arousal and respiratory pattern, turns *Situation selection* into a very promising efficient regulation strategy. It remains now to be shown if this effect reliably replicates with other kinds of choices, when confronted with different emotional stimuli, or in a non-student population. Nevertheless, choice seems to be a powerful tool for permitting to regulate negative emotions in an adaptive fashion, and could deserve to be implemented outside the laboratory. Finally, our results extend beyond emotion regulation as we show that choosing a situation improves the resultant experience, not only because we are able to anticipate a more positive situation, but primarily because we are just being given the choice.
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